
QuietDry™ High-Speed Hand Dryer
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*TesT MeThodology: Noise levels declared for all products are measured in a semi-reverberant laboratory settings 
with dryer mounted at the manufacturer’s recommended height. For hands under dryers a target is placed 4" (100mm) 
below the dryer outlet in the air stream, and for hands in dryers the target is in the drying compartment. The sound level 
meter is positioned 40" (1m) away from the face of the dryer, level with the top of the target.

gentle curves and radiuses define the excellent industrial design styling with a choice of chrome  
(B-778) or high-gloss white epoxy finish (B-770) to match other accessories.

hand dryers reduce paper use by up to 95%; efficient 1400-watt dryer lowers power consumption.

die-cast, one-piece aluminum cover withstands substantial heavy use and abuse.  
Warranty: motor brushes 3 years; all other parts 5 years.

specifications, code compliance: 115V AC, 12 Amp, 50/60 hz, single Phase, cUlus listed.  
230V AC, 5.5-6.3 Amp, 50/60 hz, single Phase, cUlus listed, Ce marked. Vde approved. 

 20%  300%

lower cost, less noise, and high speed add up to the ultimate hand dryer value.

 Brand X Brand d

 B-778   B-770

QuietDry Test measurement concludes that Bobrick’s Quietdry provides a fast dry without all the noise.  
one Brand X and one Brand d dryer are equal to 12 or 19 Bobrick dryers running simultaneously.

At last, a superbly designed, whisper-quiet surface-mounted dryer featuring automatic, hygienic hand-drying 
efficiency. Choose bright-polished chrome or high-gloss white epoxy finish. 

QuietDry: The  ideal  balance  be Tween  fas T  dry ing  T ime  and  low sound  level .

 Brand      Bobrick Brand X  Brand d

 Measured 72 83 85  
 decibels (dBA)* dBA dBA dBA   
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